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                                                                       22-year career as  
a wine agent has taken him to the most beautiful corners of 
France, Argentina, Italy, South America and beyond, and it’s  
given his palate quite a ride along the way. He’s dined on haute 
cuisine at a Bordeaux chateau, and tasted Shiraz with his family 
under a 400-year-old tree on a wine estate in South Africa.  
But for Patinios, a signature moment occurred three years  
ago while he was on a trip with his sales team to Napa Valley,  
California, to catch up with a local producer and client. 

Alex Patinios’
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“At the end of the trip the 
export manager asked everyone what their favourite 
wine of the trip was,” Patinios recalls. “The others 
would say this single-vineyard Zinfandel, or that 
special-selection Cabernet Sauvignon. Then it was my 
turn, last, and I said, ‘The one-litre Pinot Grigio that 
comes in a Tetra Pak because we sell the most of that 
in Ontario.’ I do hugely enjoy this industry, but for me 
it’s a business first and foremost.”

There is no denying that as a business, wine has been 
good to Patinios, whose job is to help wine producers, 
many of them foreign, navigate the Ontario market — 
from food-safety guidelines, to the intricacies of the 
Liquor Control Board of Ontario (LCBO) rulebook, to 
projecting how much wine consumers are going to buy 
in three years, and consequently how many vines the 
growers should plant. 

His company, Dionysus Wines & Spirits Limited, is 
best known for Fuzion, a sub-$8 wine from Argentina 
that was a runaway hit when Patinios launched it in 
Ontario in 2008 and it has been selling steadily ever 

since. But Patinios represents some 75 winemakers, 
encompassing almost every major market in the world, 
and Fuzion is just one of his many successes. Freixenet, 
from Spain, is the best-selling sparkling wine in Ontario. 
Castillo de Almansa is the No. 1 Spanish red wine in the 
province, and Beachhouse is the No. 2 South African 
brand.

“I’ve known Alex close to 20 years, and he just doesn’t 
give up if he wants to have something addressed,” says 
Shari Mogk-Edwards, vice-president of merchandising 
at the LCBO. “Sometimes it can be irritating,” she 
added with a chuckle, “but he’s a good sport, and even 
after Fuzion took off, he worked just as hard.” 

fittingly, given his line 
of work, Patinios bears a slight resemblance 
to actor Paul Giamatti (minus the hangdog expression) 
in the role of wine-aficionado Miles Raymond in the 
film Sideways. Born in Toronto to Greek Cypriot parents, 
Patinios graduated from Laurier in 1991 with a Bachelor 
of Business Administration. He initially planned on a 
career in finance at one of the big banks. 

But while at Laurier — where he also met his wife of 
18 years, Sharon (BBA ’91) — he nurtured an early taste 
for small business when he went in on an Albert Street 
rental house with two friends in the summer after his 
first year. They lived there for three years and rented it 
out for another seven after they graduated. 

“I paid rent my first year at Laurier, and I hated the fact 
that at the end of the year there was nothing to show 
for that money,” Patinios says. “As a business owner, 
I’ve never rented office space and I own our current 
building, which is a little house that’s been converted.” 

Patinios got his start in the wine business in 1990 
while in his final year at Laurier when he and fellow 
student Rob Antoniades started importing wine from 
Cyprus and Greece. They noticed wine from those 
regions were underserved in Ontario, and not reflective 
of a new trend in premium winemaking in the eastern 

“IN THE LATE 1990S, SHARON  

SAT ME DOWN AND SAID, 

‘LISTEN, IF YOU CAN’T TURN IT 

AROUND SOON, I REALLY THINK 

YOU SHOULD MOVE ON.’”
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Mediterranean. They hoped to reap the rewards 
by bringing some of what they learned at Laurier — 
modern management practices and business discipline 

— to a traditional industry. But the venture was not an 
immediate success. 

“The market was just too small,” says Patinios. “We 
realized we could have 100 per cent of the Greek 
category and still not have enough revenue to keep  
us going.”

Antoniades moved on after a couple of years to focus 
on his full-time job in investment banking, but Patinios 
found that he could not let go, despite the ready 
possibility of a banking job thanks to co-op placements 
at Royal Bank and Scotiabank. Sharon had a good job at 
a major stock brokerage, so they had financial security, 
but it was looking like the wine business might never 
take off.

“In the late 1990s, Sharon sat me down and said, 
‘Listen, if you can’t turn it around soon, I really think 
you should move on.’”

on A wArm, sunny dAy 
this past September, it is apparent that Patinios has 
come a long way from those lean early years. Despite 
his reputation as a force to be reckoned with at the 
negotiating table, he seems laid back and affable, a man 
who enjoys kicking back and shooting the breeze.

Sitting on the lower patio at the Miller Tavern in 
north Toronto, Patinios is wearing a white cotton 
dress shirt, casual but neatly pressed. A chunky watch 
flashes at his wrist as he orders a couple of his favourite 
appetizers — crab cakes and lobster quesadillas. Asked 
to pair them with a wine, he selects a sparkling New 
Zealand rosé. 

“It’s rare to find a sparkling rosé on a wine list,  
and it’s one I haven’t tasted before. It matches well with 
the richer lobster flavour and the creamy dip for the 
crab cake.” 

Was that the reason he chose it? 
“Well, it’s a producer I like.” 
Personally? 

“Yes, that plays a big role. I don’t see any of our  
clients on the list today, or I probably would have gone 
with that.” 

He tells a few war stories. There was the time he took 
his family to the Zuccardi estate in Mendoza, Argentina, 
where Fuzion is made, and the head winemaker balked 
at giving Patinios’ young kids a taste of one of their 
finest vintages — such excellence would be wasted on 
childish palates. But Jose Zuccardi intervened, to the 
winemaker’s chagrin. Wine is a business of families, 

wine trends — try one of these 
wines at your next gathering
For more than a decade, the California-style reds favoured by 
powerful wine critic Robert Parker — sometimes referred to as “fruit 
bombs” — reigned supreme over global palates. But in recent years 
Patinios has seen a shift to more placid flavours, a trend that he 
endorses. “I find at the end of a long day I really don’t want a big, 
high-alcohol red,” he says. “I want something crisp and refreshing.” 

rOSé-COLOUrED GLASSES
“Rosé — we’re talking dry rosé — is a light, refreshing style of wine 
that’s gaining a better reputation,” says Patinios. “This June we are 
organizing a fundraiser for juvenile diabetes called Men in Pink, a 
guys’ lunch where only pink wines will be served. It’s a fun way to 
raise funds for charity while also introducing people to the new 
generation of dry rosé wines.”

WHITE NIGHTS
“White has definitely bounced back in the last couple of years,” Patinios 
says. “Twenty years ago, the industry here was about 60 per cent 
white and 40 per cent red, but about 15 years ago it began to shift to 
60 per cent red and 40 per cent white. Today, it’s closer to 50-50.”

SPArkLING rEPArTEE
“The popularity of sparkling wine is growing in Ontario, although off 
a historically small base,” Patinios says. “It’s been only about three 
per cent of the market here, whereas in most developed wine markets 
it’s closer to 10 per cent. Maybe it’s our long winters, or maybe we’re 
just not as festive as people in Belgium, which has the highest per-
capita consumption of champagne.”
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after all, and it is possible that one day Zuccardi’s and 
Patinios’ children will work together. 

Then there was the 2007 dinner Patinios attended at 
a chateau in Bordeaux, France, where the cuisine was 
in the vein of the avant-garde molecular gastronomy 
movement: test-tubes of some sort of vichyssoise and 
strange morsels of coloured paste on little spoons. 

At the end of the evening some guests were so hungry, 
including Patinios, that a carload of Canadian wine 
professionals drove around the French countryside in 
desperate search of sustenance, finally settling for a late-
night McDonald’s drive through. One of the passengers, 
a foodie who had not eaten McDonald’s in over two 
decades, was practically in tears as he devoured his Le 
Filet-o-Fish. 

pAtinios’ journey from 
his early importing business to dinners so refined they 
require topping up with emergency fast-food runs 
began with a few key changes to his business model. 

First, he decided to focus only on Ontario. Next, he 
expanded from Greek wines to wines from any country 
where he could find a great supplier with a unique 
product. Finally, he focused his sales efforts on the 
LCBO, since over 90 per cent of the wine in Ontario is 
sold out of retail stores as opposed to restaurants. 

“At the time Alex came on the scene, there wasn’t a 
lot of diversity in the business,” says the LCBO’s Mogk-
Edwards. “He really was a young buck, and I remember 
meeting him and thinking, ‘Wow, he does not fit the 

mould.’ He was young, dynamic, energetic — this was 
not your typical old-style agent.” 

The lean times continued for a few more years, but 
Patinios was on the right track. In 1995, he landed 
his first non-Greek supplier, Corbans Wines in New 
Zealand. Yvon Mau, a prominent Bordeaux producer, 
took him on in 1999. 

But Patinios’ big coup, the product that made his 
name and career, did not begin until late 2007, when 
he took over the representation of a little known 
Argentinean winery, with a shiraz-malbec blend with 
a diminutive price tag. 

Fuzion had no profile in Ontario, but something was 
going on in 2007. The social Internet was reaching a 
critical mass, and producers, wine critics and consumers 
were beginning to use it to share wine picks via blogs, 
chat rooms and social media websites. The result was 
a far more educated, and curious, wine-consuming 
public primed for the next big thing. 

Argentinean wines were becoming trendy, as was 
Malbec, and at the same time the gathering troubles in 
the global economy were placing a premium on quality 
budget picks. And so, with a strong 2007 vintage, a 
little deft marketing, and an amuse-bouche of good luck, 
Fuzion went viral. 

The year before Patinios started representing Fuzion, 
Zuccardi had sold only 800 cases in Ontario through its 
previous agent. When Patinios took over in 2008, the 
winery sold more than 400,000.

CertAinly the lu Ck  
element — right grape, right price, right moment — is 
part of the Fuzion story, but it’s clearly far from the 
whole tale. 

“Alex is just a sharp blade,” says Ian Campbell, 
executive director of Drinks Ontario, the province’s 
wine industry association, of which Patinios is an active 
member. “Diligent is the word. He’s methodical and 
procedural, and he just doesn’t quit. He’s very dogged.” 

Mogk-Edwards agrees, mentioning how Patinios 
tried to get the LCBO to offer a magnum-sized version 
of Fuzion. The LCBO declined, for various technical 
and strategic reasons, but Patinios still asks about 
it, years later, trying to find some previously unseen 
loophole to squeeze the product through. 

At an industry awards event this summer, the LCBO 
announced that Patinios was the first-ever recipient of 
its Pitbull Award, presented in honour of his feistiness 
and tenacity. 

THE YEAR BEFORE PATINIOS 

STARTED REPRESENTING 

FUzION, zUCCARDI HAD SOLD 

ONLY 800 CASES IN ONTARIO 

THROUGH ITS PREVIOUS 

AGENT. WHEN PATINIOS TOOK 

OVER IN 2008, THE WINERY 

SOLD MORE THAN 400,000.
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That tenacity is surely a part of his temperament, but 
it’s also a function of his values. He talks frequently of 
wanting to provide a comfortable life for his family and a 
reliable income to his employees. (Sharon now works at 
the company, and Alex once enlisted their kids to pack 
40,000 mini bottles of olive oil into little green boxes as 
part of a value-add promotion.) 

“In 2001 we had our first company Christmas party. 
Everyone brought their kids, and I remember telling 
Sharon, jeez, the business now has to do well for six 
families,” he says. “If there’s not enough cash in the 
operating account to comfortably guarantee we make 
payroll, I’m not sleeping that well.” 

His kids — two sons and a daughter — are moving 
into their teens, and when he’s not working, Patinios 
spends a lot of his time on the sidelines of their hockey 
and soccer teams. Patinios is team manager on a couple of 
those teams, cheering from the sidelines as his BlackBerry 
beeps in his pocket. He receives emails from wineries in 
Europe in the mornings, California and Argentina in 
the afternoons, and Australia and New Zealand in the 
evenings.

“I’m often at the side of a soccer field on a Saturday 
replying to emails,” he admits. “Trying to find that balance 
is not always easy, but a lot of people struggle with that. 
It’s not unique to me.” 

in november, pAtinios  
was back at Laurier, giving a presentation to business 
students on how to incorporate wine while entertaining 
clients. (He was following up on a successful presentation 
last summer at Laurier’s Toronto Office.) 

“It’s always great to get back to Laurier and see where 
it is,” says Patinios. “What I see today is a continued 

evolution of the progress and forward thinking Laurier 
has always had. The campus has changed but I still  
feel the same energy from when I was a student  
20 years ago.”

His presentations are billed in practical terms, with wine 
as a means to an end: the care and feeding of important 
customers. But they include a strong undercurrent of fun 
and pleasure, and conclude with a wine tasting that seems 
to be as much about savouring and appreciating the good 
things in life as it is about landing a gravy-train account. 

It’s said that Fuzion, despite its iPhone-like popularity, 
did not make Patinios a zillionaire, because its low price 
meant modest per-bottle commissions. But he’s now 
inarguably an established player in his industry. Despite 
occasional hiccups, such as the recent bankruptcy of a 
mid-size Italian client, Patinios could surely afford to take 
it easy, but instead he’s been doing the opposite. 

With clients in most of the world’s leading wine regions, 
he’s moving into other categories, including beers, ciders, 
spirits and coolers. He also recently worked with Strewn 
Estate Winery in Niagara-on-the-Lake to launch Cottage 
Block, a new brand with a distinctive cottage image on 
the label. (One of the tricks of wine marketing is to put 
a signature image on the label recognizable from several 
aisles away. “Critter labels” like the Fat Bastard hippo, are a 
familiar example, as is the swooping letter z on the Fuzion 
label.) 

Meanwhile, Patinios and Sharon are preparing to break 
ground on their latest real-estate project: a new four-
storey office building in north Toronto that will house an 
expanded Dionysus team.

“I think I’m the kind of personality who will probably 
never retire, who will always be active in one way or 
another,” he says. “I like to be useful — I am happiest 
when I have lots to do and have the people I care about 
around me.” ❖

A familiar face in LCBO 
stores across Ontario, 
Patinios is happy to give 
wine advice to patrons.




